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The diagram below shows granite bedrock with cracks.
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the surface of a windy desert.
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B) frost action and stream erosion
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• Climate has a large impact on weathering.
• In general, the wetter the climate, the more weathering takes place.
B) • Hot and humid
D) climates have a lot of chemical weathering
• Cold and wet climates have a lot of physical weathering
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• Soil is the product of weathering and is made up of weathered rock particles and organic
material (decaying plant and animal remains).
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• Soil develops into layers, or horizons, that become thicker over time with more weathering.
Erosion
• The transportation of sediments formed during weathering processes.
• The force behind all erosion is gravity, which cause streams and glaciers to flow.
• Evidence of erosion includes transported sediments, which are sediments that have been moved from
where they formed. Residual sediment, on the other hand, remains in the place where it formed.
• Erosional agents include running water, glaciers, wind, waves, and gravity (mass movements).
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• Running water and wind smoothes and polishes rocks and glaciers scratch and gouge bedrock.
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• Running water is the most predominant agent of erosion on earth.
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Discharge
The more water in a stream,
the faster it will flow.

Slope
The steeper the slope, the
faster the stream will flow.

Particle size
The faster the

